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Scding viohtions in QCD arise in two basic ways: (1) 
logarithmic correctionr, associated with the variation of the 
running coupling constant and the radiative corrections which 
produce structure and fragmentation-function evolution; and 
(2) power-law corrections, due to finite maas cffcctr, multipar- 
ticie scattering proceases, coherent wavefunction effects, and 
other non-perturbative phenomena. A complete quantitative 
confrontation of experiment and theory must take into account 
both types of corrections.’ 

A large ~1~s of power-law ruppressed contribution6 in QCD 
are related to multiparticle rubproceuer where more than the 
minimum number of quarks or gluonr are scattered from the 
initial to final directions. These include the entire cla66 of high 
momentum transfer form factor and exclusive hadron ecat- 
tering processes, and the 6direct6 remi-inclurive reaction6 in 
which al1 of the valence quarks of a melon or baryon enter di- 
rectly into a short-distance subprocess: g9 4 M9, 99 4 B9, 
M9 + 7’9, etc.2.3 The amplitude for ruch wave function sensi- 
tive reactions can be systematically computed in perturbation 
theory from the convolution of the corresponding quark and 
gluon irreducible amplitude Ta (computed a6 if the hadrons 
were replaced by collinear quarks) with the distribution 
amplitudes #~(z,, Q) defined in Ref. 4. The nominal power- 

_ law dependence is obtained from dimensional counting:5 
TB ~1 Q’-” F(0c.m.) where n is the total number of incident 
and outgoing particles. The normalisation scale and multi- 
particle correlations are determined by 0~. 

One of the clearest ways to reparate logarithmic and 
power-law corrections to scaling is in the Drell-Yan process 
rN -* @X at large longitudinal momentum. For tl + 1, 
the antiquark in the meson wavefunction becomes far-off shell 
kf - rn’ - -k:/(l - 2,) 4 -oo, 60 that the dominant rub- 
processes can be identified as (99)9 4 7’9. A simple perturba- 
tive gluon-exchange calculation’ generates the form (zi ~1 1) 

. dcotidq a (‘- 
r1)2(1+co52e)+ Csin’B 

QZ 

where 8 is the p+ center-of-mass angle. The constant C can 
be computed from a moment of the pion form factor and is 
normalized to (k:). Evidence for thin dependence in rN -+ 
~+N-X at large zp (dominance of the higher twist longitu- 
dinal component of the meron structure function) wa6 found 
by the Chicago-Princeton experiment E444 at FNAL and has 
been recently confirmed by experiment6 E815 (test run) and 
NA-10 at the SPS.’ The normalization of the longitudinal 
term appears larger than the leading order prediction of Ref. 3, 
but this could be to neglect of higher-order gluonic radiative 
corrections. Further checks of the predicted aximuthal and Q2 
dependence are necessary. 

Related higher order QCD direct higher twist rubprocesses 
are predicted to dominate c+c- 4 rX and LN --+ f’rX at 
L -+ 1 (corresponding to fragmentation functions ~1 (1 - i)’ + 
C/Q2). Berger and I have predicted the existence of processes 
- -- -. _- 
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One of the essential complications of the QCD analysis of 
hadron production at high transverse momentum is the neces- 
sity to include transverse momentum smearing intrinsic to the 
hadronic wavefunctions as well a6 from radiation from the ac- 
tive quarks and gluons. The use of of-rhell kinematics is neces- 
sary to avoid a singular integration region from massleas ghon 
exchange (the same coherence rcale sets the lower cutoff for 
rtructure function evolution). Furthermore, it is likely that the 
intrinsic trvlsverse momentum distribution is z-dependent, in- 
creasing ps t + 1: recent SFM’ data for spectator transverse 
momentum is consistent with the postulate that the valence- 
quark light-cone Fock rtate wavefunction in the nucleon has 
higher (k:) than that of higher Fock rtates. This, in turn, 
provides a natural explanation for the magnitude of the nu- 
cleon form factor and other exclusive processes at large Q2.’ 

In the cade of massive lepton-pair production, there are 
now convincing arguments that the leading-twist cross section 
obey6 Drell-Yan factoriration. ‘O“* However, even in Abelian 
theories, factorization is destroyed by finite-velocity corrections 
and by finite-target-length effects, due to elastic and inelastic 
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of the type rN -+ Jet + Jet +X, where the beam meson inter- 
act6 directly in pia rubproce66er (rg 4 99, ~9 -+ 09) leaving 
no forward spectator jet.’ In inclurive high pr hadron pro- 
duction, direct pf6 proce6ser like g9 + rq produce mesons at 
large pr at z ri I @ith an alianced normalization due to 6trig 
ger bias”. (In thir type of proce66, soft radiative correction6 
from the (99) can produce accompanying samotride particles, 
rimulating a rtandard quark or gluon jet.) If ruch higher twist 
contribution6 are dominant for pion production, then one pre- 
dicts ~/rr ratios growing as pi at fixed or,,, and ry. This scaling 
behavior is consistent with ISR and fixed target data, rather 
than the (1 - zy)-? dependence predicted by leading twist sub- 
processes. Further, ISR and FNAL data’ for the p/r ratio 
in pN collision6 scales a6 p;’ or pi’ at fixed zy and 8c.m. 
again ruling out leading twist subproceraes, and indicating the 
dominance of higher twist subprocesses. This, however, does 
not necessarily imply a quark-diquark rcattering subprocess* 
(with scale Md * 20 CeV’) rince there are many candidate 
higher twist subprocesses. 

Although there are many qualitative phenomenological 
successes of the leading order 2 4 2 subprocess description 
of large pr hadron production, a quantitative confrontation 
with the extensive body of data from FNAL, the ISR and the 
SPS will require a thorough analysis of leading and non-leading 
subprocesses. One must use fragmentation and structure func- 
tions with longitudinal higher-twist contributions, as well as 
solve the problem of setting reparate scales 6’ for the sub- 
processes and each distribution function’6 evolution. The cal- 
culation of K-factors from higher order corrections ha6 not 
been completed. Furthermore, even in deep inelastic-lepton 
scattering the role of (possibly A-dependent) higher twist con- 
tributions is not well understood: for example, Blankenbecler 
et al.,’ have predicted huge contributions 800 $/Q2( 1 -z)~ to 
the nucleon structure function ($ 2 0.01 CeVZ) and q/or - 
2 x 105p2/Q2, simply by computing the minimal two-gluon 
exchange amplitudes. 



initial state interactions in the target.” At quark energies large 
compared to a scale proportional to the target length, inter- 
actions in the target vanish (Landau-Pomeranchuk effect), but 
at finite Q2 (- 10 GeV’ for heavy nuclei) a number of new 
A-dependent phenomena am predicted,12 including growth of 
the lepton-pair transverse momentum with A’/‘. This effect, 
due to multiple elastic quark-nucleon scattering, haa not been 
confirmed by experiment. We note that the site of the (,: ) 
growth could be compensated somewhat if the intrinsic tranr- 
verse momentum of quarks in nuclei is reduced,‘l just aa (t) 
is observed to decrease with increasing A (EMC effect). 

, 

The underlying QCD mechanisma for heavy quark produc- 
tion in hadronic collisions are poorly understood in QCD.‘s 
The gg + Qg fusion mechanism in leading order does 
not account for the magnitude, leading LF dependence, 
A-dependence, diffractive contributions, or the striking flavor 
dependence cif charm production. [See, e.g., the SPS data” 
showing an anomalously large cross section times branching 
ratio for A+(csu) production by I35 GeV/c I?).] The data 
could be indicating important contributions due to finite quark 
velocity effects and/or higher twist Yntrinsic. heavy quark 
contributions in the hadron wavefunction. EMC dataI for 
the charm structure function indicates that the charm quark 
distribution in the nucleon is considerably harder than usual 
sea-quark distributions. This in agreement with expectations 
for intrinsic heavy quark contributions in the nucleon wave- 
function I6 corresponding to terms connecting up to six gluon 
fields in the effective Lagrangiant’ m  (D,F,)2/w& The 
anamolously large cross section, leading TV, and diffractive 
properties of the charm cross section could also signal other 
intrinsic contributions, or possibly low relative velocity en- 
hancements of the fusion mechanism, analogous to Coulomb 
corrections of relative order ra/v in QED.” Understanding 

- these mechanisms is crucial for the extrapolation to heavier 
particle production including b6, d, and super-symmetric par- 
ticles. 

The higher-twist, finite-velocity effects discussed here are 
examples of just some of the coherent phenomena expected 
in QCD. For example, coherent effects must be taken into 
account in order to understand interference effects between 
quark and gluon jets, as well as interference between the 
forward-spectator jet system and the high pi jets which oc- 
cur in hadronic collisions. A simple model for QCD (based on 
corresponding effects in atomic collisions), which can account 
for such interference effects, is discussed in Ref. IQ. 
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